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BIOPHILIA RANGE



We design, We make, We fit
We bring joy  

Innerspace Cheshire is based in Whitchurch in the North West of 
England where we make products that are kind to people, the 
planet and animals. 

Our local, dedicated team of makers hand craft our product range  
at our workshop. And our installation team travel up and down 
the country to fit all products nationwide.

"If you're passing by come meet all the team and 
our loyal, key member - Penny, the Labradoodle“ 



no watering.
no sunlight. 
no maintenance.  

Naturemoss.

Innerspace Cheshire's naturemoss catalogue presents real 
preserved moss walls, with the objective of strengthening 
the connection between individuals and the natural world. 
It offers a diverse selection of products that exemplify the 
inherent versatility of moss!

You get the biophilic design advantages of living wall 
systems without the expense of watering systems and 
regular maintenance. And you get the convenience of faux 
plant systems without the sustainability and authenticity 
compromises.
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Naturemoss.forestfloor
BIOPHILIA RANGE

Naturemoss forestfloor is manufactured from a blend of 
colours and three different species of moss, it is a beautiful, 
detailed wall finish that feels anything but entry-level. forestfloor



Naturemoss forestfloor.
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Naturemoss.lowland
BIOPHILIA RANGE

Naturemoss lowland is a single species creating a lush 
grassy feel.

Lowland makes an especially good backdrop to signage. lowland



Naturemoss lowland.
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Naturemoss.meadow
BIOPHILIA RANGE

Naturemoss meadow is a more 3-dimensional product.
It captures the feel of rolling meadows and can look 
especially beautiful with the addition of colourful sustainable 
timber flowers. meadow



Naturemoss meadow



naturemoss.meadow 15.



Naturemoss.rainforest
BIOPHILIA RANGE

Naturemoss rainforest mid-green panels are manufactured 
from reindeer moss which is sustainably sourced from Northern 
Scandinavia in the Arctic Circle.
The walls have a lush finish with excellent acoustic properties.

mid-green
rainforest



Naturemoss rainforest mid-green.
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Naturemoss.rainforest
BIOPHILIA RANGE

Naturemoss rainforest dark-green panels are manufactured 
from reindeer moss which is sustainably sourced from Northern 
Scandinavia in the Arctic Circle.
The walls have a lush finish with acoustic properties.

dark-green
rainforest



Naturemoss rainforest dark-green.
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Naturemoss.foothills
BIOPHILIA RANGE

Naturemoss foothill light-green panels give a 3D 
texture that is beautifully highlighted by illumination.
The light-green colour is vibrant and fresh and lifts 
any space.

light-green
foothills



Naturemoss foothills light-green.
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Naturemoss.foothills
BIOPHILIA RANGE

Naturemoss foothills mid-green panels give a 3D texture 
that is beautifully highlighted by illumination.
The mid-green colour is subtle and looks perfect for 
larger areas.

mid-green
foothills



Naturemoss foothills mid-green.
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Naturemoss.foothills
BIOPHILIA RANGE

Naturemoss foothills dark-green panels give a 3D 
texture that is beautifully highlighted by illumination.

The dark-green colour is sophisticated and rich.
dark-green

foothills



Naturemoss foothills dark-green.
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Naturemoss.foothills
BIOPHILIA RANGE

Naturemoss foothills mixed panels can also be 
manufactured with a blend of all 3 colours.
The dotty effect is a random pixelated pattern whereas 
the marble effect is a larger scale pattern.

mixed
foothills



Naturemoss foothills marble mixed.
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Naturemoss.landscape
BIOPHILIA RANGE

Naturemoss landscape is a combination of the Naturemoss lowland and 
Naturemoss foothills in all three colours.
Laid out in an organic wave design, Naturemoss landscape is a favourite 
with the different textures and colours. landscape



Naturemoss landscape.
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Naturemoss.landscape+jungle
BIOPHILIA RANGE

Naturemoss landscape+jungle adds our preserved real foliage 
onto the Naturemoss landscape panels. This gives even more 
texture and interest to the wall. landscape+jungle



Naturemoss landscape+jungle.
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Naturemoss.landscape+rainforest
BIOPHILIA RANGE

Naturemoss landscape+rainforest adds Naturemoss rainforest 
onto the Naturemoss landscape panels. All three species of 
moss give real interest and depth to the wall. landscape+rainforest



Naturemoss landscape+rainforest.
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Naturemoss.woods
BIOPHILIA RANGE

Naturemoss woods incorporates real branches into a new composition of 
Naturemoss lowland, foothills and rainforest. The contrasting timber and 
bark of the branches look stunning against the lush green of the moss.

NEW
woods



Naturemoss woods.
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Naturemoss.samples
BIOPHILIA RANGE

Naturemoss samples are available to help you make 
your choices and to show your project team.

Get in touch to order yours!

NATUREMOSS samples.



Sample. selection

forestfloor

rainforest mid-green rainforest dark-green landscape landscape + jungle landscape + rainforest woods

lowland meadow foothills light-green foothills mid-green foothills dark-green foothills mixed

Additions.samples 54.



We'd love to hear from you.
01270 625043
office@innerspacecheshire.co.uk
www.innerspacecheshire.co.uk


